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Acute herpes zoster is a highly stereotyped condition of viral recrudescence producing
inflammation in a dorsal root ganglion, a segmental vesicular rash, and pain. The longterm outcome is unpredictable. Those acute zoster patients that develop postherpetic
neuralgia (PHN) fall into three subtypes: (1) an "irritable nociceptor" group with minimal
deafferentation and touch-evoked allodynia due to peripheral nociceptor input, (2) a
deafferentation group with marked sensory loss and no allodynia, and (3) a
deafferentation group with sensory loss and allodynia due to central reorganization.
Response to therapy also shows significant inhomogeneity. Some patients obtain nearly
complete relief by either topical agents or oral monotherapy with opioids,
antidepressants, or anticonvulsants. Other PHN sufferers are refractory to all measures,
similar to patients with spinal cord injury and central poststroke pain. Because the clinical
picture of PHN falls into distinct patterns based on differing pathophysiology, PHN
should be thought of as several disorders, which may respond differently to therapeutic
interventions and which may or may not coexist in the same patient. Key words:
postherpetic neuralgia, allodynia, deafferentation, nociceptors, neuropathic pain
Is it possible that postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is more than one disorder? To make this
claim, it is necessary to demonstrate significant differences between patients with PHN
that imply different underlying pain mechanisms. To be clinically significant,
mechanistic differences between subtypes of PHN should also have treatment
implications. PHN has long been considered a somewhat obscure and intractable pain
problem limited only to the elderly. Within recent years the interest within the pain
community in PHN has grown steadily. PHN is particularly suitable for research; as in
animal models, a well-defined nerve injury occurs in a well-defined population. PHN is
common, strikes otherwise healthy individuals within a relatively restricted age range, is
easy to diagnose, has a known etiology, and is rarely complicated by litigation and
disability issues. The date of onset is known with precision, typically only a single dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) is affected, and the unaffected contralateral side can serve as a

control during sensory testing and other manipulations, Fortunately, both the general
medical community and the pharmaceutical industry have begun to view PHN as a
treatable disorder. In order to design and test new therapeutic options for PHN, it is
essential to determine whether all PHN patients have the same disorder.
A link between herpes zoster and the peripheral nerve apparatus was suspected by Bright
in 1831 [6], and von Bärensprung identified the DRG as the critical structure involved in
1861 [42]. Although Head and Campbell published the first anatomic study of patients
who had had acute herpes zoster in 1900, it is unclear whether any of their material was
taken from patients who had PHN [15]. Subsequent pathological studies have succeeded
in demonstrating where and how extensively the nervous system can be damaged by
zoster, but despite these contributions, our understanding of the pathophysiology of PHN
is far from complete. Three studies are illustrative. In 1964, Zacks, Langfitt, and Elliot
[48] reported on biopsied peripheral nerves in four patients following zoster, only two of
which had ongoing pain. Wallerian degeneration was present, and the late cases were
characterized by nearly complete transformation of the peripheral nerve into collagen.
They could not correlate fibrosis with PHN but felt a central pain mechanism was
responsible because so few fibers remained. Smith [37] excised DRG in 40 patients with
intractable intercostal pain, 16 of whom had PHN. Some DRGs were grossly cystic. At
time periods of up to 1 year, some DRGs were still infiltrated with chronic inflammatory
cells. Late cases were notable for "ghosts" of sensory neurons. No sensory examinations
were described. Postmortem studies of peripheral nerve, DRG, dorsal root, and spinal
cord in PHN patients have been performed by Watson and colleagues [44,46]. Of the six
cases reported to date, four had pain of long duration and two had pain resolution shortly
after zoster but died of unrelated causes within 3 months. In the four PHN cases,
shrinkage of the ipsilateral dorsal horn was combined with loss of DRG neurons and
peripheral axons, especially of the large myelinated type. However, one of the cases
without PHN had an ipsilateral subacute myelopathy combined with extensive loss of
myelinated axons. Given the short life span after zoster in this case without PHN, the
pathology was indistinguishable from that of long-standing PHN. Thus, there is no
evidence yet to support a pathological pattern specific to PHN.
Noordenbos, in 1959 [21], was the first to combine sensory and pathological
examinations in proposing a comprehensive theory of PHN pain. He demonstrated
deficits in the perception of single light touches, pinprick, heat, and cold that were
greatest in the center of the area reported as painful and faded toward the boundary with
normal skin. In these patients, intercostal nerve biopsies showed a reduction in the
number of large-diameter myelinated fibers. Noordenbos proposed that the predominant
loss of large myelinated afferents leads to a loss of their central inhibitory effects on pain
produced by small-diameter nociceptive afferents. Noordenbos' hypothesis that the
unrestrained effects of C-fiber input into spinal cord is responsible for chronic pain was
highly influential in the development of Melzack and Wall's gate control hypothesis [20].
Critical to the Noordenbos concept is that nociceptor input is essential for the pain of
PHN.

Using simple bedside tests, Watson et al. reported sensory loss in nearly all of the 208
patients in their series [45]. Nurmikko and Bowsher [23] used quantitative methods to
compare sensation in the affected area with a contralateral control site in 42 PHN patients
and 20 post-zoster patients without pain. Using abnormally elevated thresholds in at least
two of six modalities (tactile, pinprick, vibration, warmth, cold, and heat pain) as a
criterion, 93% of the PHN group and 10% of the non-PHN group had sensory loss. In a
second study, Nurmikko and colleagues examined 31 patients during acute zoster [22].
When reexamined 3 months later, only 7 still had pain. A stepwise logistic regression
analysis incorporating a variety of variables showed that only thermal sensory loss during
zoster was significantly associated with PHN development. Baron and Saguer used the
histamine flare method to assess the relationship of C-fiber loss to pain in 10 patients
with PHN and allodynia [2]. Iontophoresed histamine activates a subset of unmyelinated
primary afferents. The loss of the flare reaction was positively correlated with the
severity of ongoing pain, leading them to conclude that cutaneous nociceptors were not
involved in the signaling and maintenance of allodynia. The conclusion from the above
studies was that because PHN is associated with sensory loss, deafferentation is the cause
of the pain.
Subtypes of PHN
In our early work with PHN patients, we were struck by interpatient variability in the
sensory examination; some patients had severe sensory loss without touch-evoked
allodynia, and others had severe pain and allodynia but little or no sensory loss [26].
Although only a dozen patients were studied, the sensory examination and response to
local anesthetic infiltration of skin in the area of greatest pain suggested there were at
least two subtypes of PHN: an allodynic type and a deafferented type. It was the
allodynic PHN patients who had dramatic and long-lasting relief of their pain by having
the skin area of greatest pain infiltrated with a local anesthetic. In some cases, infiltration
of a small core area of the most severe pain was sufficient to eliminate allodynia from
very large skin areas. Patients unresponsive to local anesthetic skin infiltration were
much more likely to be of the deafferented type.
In a subsequent study of 35 PHN patients with allodynia, we found significant deficits in
the mean thermal sensory thresholds in PHN skin compared to mirror-image unaffected
skin [31]. However, the magnitude of the deficit was highly variable, and a subset of
patients were actually hyperalgesic to heat. Therefore, correlation analyses were done to
examine the relationships between pain intensity, thermal sensory loss, and allodynia
severity. The severity of allodynia was strongly and positively correlated with the
severity of spontaneous ongoing pain. This suggested that the mechanism(s) underlying
allodynia was related in some way to the mechanism(s) underlying the ongoing pain.
Surprisingly, the magnitude of the thermal sensory deficit was inversely correlated to
both ongoing pain and allodynia severity. Thus, the subjects who had the most severe
pain and allodynia demonstrated heat hyperalgesia in their area of maximum pain. This
suggested that preserved primary afferent nociceptors made an important contribution to
ongoing pain and allodynia. These primary afferent nociceptors were presumed
dysfunctional but still connected to both their central and peripheral targets. The

hypothesis that preserved nociceptors play a critical role in PHN was tested in allodynic
PHN patients by carrying out 3-mm skin punch biopsies within their area of greatest pain
[30]. Thermal sensory deficit was significantly correlated with loss of upper dermis and
epidermal unmyelinated nerve fibers. The hypothesized inverse correlation between loss
of sensory function and both allodynia and ongoing pain was confirmed. Although some
patients had heat hyperalgesia, indicating possible sensitization of primary afferent
nociceptors, no signs of inflammation were present in the PHN skin.
PHN Due to Irritable Nociceptors
Partial injury to peripheral nerve leads to sensitization and spontaneous activity in
primary afferents, including nociceptors [3,12]. A nociceptor barrage produced by
prolonged heat or capsaicin sensitizes central nervous system (CNS) pain transmission
neurons [17,35,40]. Following sensitization, activation of uninjured large-diameter
primary afferents projecting to the sensitized CNS neurons shifts from being perceived as
nonpainful to painful [40]. This perceptual shift in the sensation produced by large fiber
afferents extends beyond the stimulated area (area of primary hyperalgesia). The new
expanded area is referred to as the area of secondary hyperalgesia [41]. Cold application
or local anesthetic infiltration of the primary zone terminates the nociceptor barrage and
the area of secondary hyperalgesia shrinks, proving that secondary hyperalgesia requires
ongoing nociceptor input for its maintenance [16,17]. In some PHN patients, local
anesthetic infiltration of the most painful skin area eliminates large surrounding areas of
allodynia, consistent with animal and human experimental data on secondary
hyperalgesia [27]. This finding suggests that chronic secondary hyperalgesia contributes
to the pain of many PHN patients.
In humans and animals, nerve injury leads to the development of adrenergic sensitivity in
both injured and uninjured sensory fibers [24,32,33]. After neuronal injury, synthesis of
alpha-adrenoceptors increases and nociceptors begin to respond to close arterial
administration of adrenergic agonists [11,32]. In the DRG, sympathetic postganglionic
innervation of blood vessels sprouts to form baskets of terminals surrounding primary
afferent cell bodies [9,10,19]. In patients with PHN, even when the disorder has been
present for many years, skin infiltration with epinephrine can increase pain and allodynia
[8]. Taken together, these demonstrations of heat hyperalgesia, allodynia, augmented
response to adrenergic agonist injection, and pain relief with local anesthetic infiltration
strongly suggest that some PHN patients have a type of peripherally driven neuropathic
pain that we now call the irritable nociceptor subtype.
In the absence of nerve damage, chronic inflammation could produce an irritable
nociceptor type of PHN. Acute zoster is accompanied by intense inflammation along the
affected peripheral nerve and skin that typically resolves in weeks to a few months [47].
One of the cases in Watson et al.'s postmortem series had pain of nearly 2 years' duration
and extensive inflammatory infiltrates throughout the peripheral nerve, DRG, and dorsal
root [46]. Likewise, Smith's series included a patient with pain of 1 year's duration and
extensive inflammatory infiltration in the DRG [37]. Finally, Gilden and colleagues have
described a few PHN patients with evidence of continuing low-level varicella zoster virus

(VZV) expression whose pain responded to antiviral agents [14]. Although present in
only a small minority of patients, chronic inflammation and/or continuing VZV
expression could produce sensitization and abnormal activity in the primary afferent
system without requiring deafferentation.
Deafferentation PHN With and Without Allodynia
Although they are a distinct minority, some PHN patients do not have allodynia. These
patients usually have a profound loss of all sensory modalities (i.e., anesthesia dolorosa).
Case series published by Watson and colleagues, and by Nurmikko and Bowsher, report
that less than 15% of PHN patients have no allodynia [23,45]. The mechanism of pain in
PHN patients with marked sensory loss on examination who do not have allodynia is
unknown. In our experience, local anesthetic skin infiltration is ineffective. Possible
mechanisms for the continuing pain include deafferentation-induced hyperactivity of
CNS pain transmission neurons and/or disinhibition of CNS neurons due to predominant
loss of pain inhibitory A-β primary afferents or to less CNS inhibitory interneurons [4].
There is a third group of PHN patients who have a significant thermal sensory deficit, but
also have prominent allodynia [31]. Animal studies suggest two possible explanations for
this combination of marked sensory loss and allodynia. In the first, primary afferent
fibers that are no longer connected to the skin could still be connected to their central
targets, analogous to a neuroma from a peripheral nerve injury [33,43]. If those afferents
are spontaneously active C nociceptors, sensitization of the CNS would occur in the same
manner as in the irritable nociceptor type. Therefore, skin areas with primary afferents
responsive to gentle mechanical stimulation would exhibit allodynia through the
secondary hyperalgesia mechanism. A second possibility is deafferentation-induced
central reorganization. As described by Shortland and Woolf in rats, second-order CNS
pain transmission neurons in the substantia gelatinosa that have lost their usual input
from primary afferent nociceptors are contacted by large-diameter myelinated afferents
that sprout and grow in from their normal targets in the deeper layers of the dorsal horn
[34]. These large-diameter afferents, when activated by gentle mechanical stimulation,
produce pain (allodynia) through their new direct connections to CNS pain transmission
cells. A third possibility is preserved islands of irritable nociceptors in a region of
deafferentation.
Lumpers Versus Splitters
How cleanly do the subtypes separate? A summary of the subtypes and case examples are
given in Tables 1 and 2. Nearly pure examples of each can be found, but the proposed
mechanisms for the clinical subtypes are not mutually exclusive. It is possible that several
mechanisms could coexist in a single patient. For example, patients with thoracic PHN
often describe multiple distinct zones of severe pain. Up to three separate and distinct
painful zones (paraspinal, axillary, and parasternal) correspond to the areas where the
intercostal nerves send branches to the skin. Each zone may have somewhat different
pain and sensory characteristics and may individually wax and wane in severity.
Pathologically, the DRG will have areas of relatively well-preserved neurons mixed with

areas of ghost neurons and areas only containing scar tissue [15,37,44,46,47].
Quantitative sensory testing within the area of most severe pain may show separate
subregions of severe sensory loss adjacent to areas of nearly normal thermal sensation or
even hyperalgesia.
Can one type evolve into another? This appears possible based on one case followed for
more than 9 years. In our 1989 paper [27], we described a patient who had first-division
trigeminal PHN with severe sensory loss, cool skin, and no allodynia. Serial exams at
several-year intervals showed little change until 1997. At that point, severe touch-evoked
allodynia was present in the first and second trigeminal divisions, but sensory loss to
simple bedside tests of pin and temperature sensation was still present. This patient
probably represents the effects of slow anatomic CNS reorganization.
Table 1. Proposed Subtypes of PHN
Subtype

Thermal Sensory
Deficit

Allodynia Anesthetic
Infiltration

Irritable nociceptor

Minimal deficit or
hyperalgesic to
heat pain

Marked

Prolonged relief Increased
pain/
allodynia

Severe
burning pain

Deafferented
Marked to all
nonallodynic subtype modalities

None

No change

No change

No
sensation

Deafferented
allodynic subtype

Variable

Relief of
allodynia short
duration

No change
or slight
increase

Variably
reduced

Marked to all
modalities

Epinephrine Capsaicin
Infiltration
Sensitivity

Table 2. Subtype Examples
Subject

Duration Allodynia Allodynia Max
(years) Severity Area
Pain
(0-3+)
(sq cm) Area
(sq
cm)

Warmth Heat
Deficit Pain
(°C)
Deficit
(°C)

Irritable
nociceptor
H.F.
L.D.

5
3

1.75
1.25

248
813

63
281

-0.1
-1.2

Deafferentation
with allodynia
B.P.
J.D.

4
9

3.00
2.50

863
623

468
151

+8.9
+12.2

7

0.00

0

242

>+10.7*

0.0
-0.3

+9.4
+6.7

Epi
Change
Pain
(diff in %
ch)

Epi
Change
Allodynia
(net max 3 to + 3)

+113%
+59%

+2.5
+1.0

-18%
+4%

0.0
+0.5

N.D.

N.D

Deafferentation without
allodynia G.W.

Notes:

*

1. No examples of deafferentation without allodynia in the published reference study; N.D. ~ no
data.
2. Values for allodynia and thermal deficits are averages of two sites within the painful area,
M155
3. For thermal deficits, negative values indicate hyperesthesia/hyperalgesia in PHN skin.
4. Change in pain and change in allodynia calculated as change with epinephrine minus change
with saline injection.
*No warmth or pain perception in PHN skin at 50°C machine cutoff.
From Reference 8 and unpublished data.

Treatment of PHN
If irritable nociceptors contribute to PHN, their inactivation by different means should
relieve pain in this subset of patients. In 1949, Browder and de Veer described patients
completely relieved of PHN pain by surgically resecting a 10 x 60 cm strip of chest wall
skin in the painful region [7]. Abbott and Martin later simplified the procedure to skin
undermining in order to sever the sensory supply of painful skin [1]. Although early case
series were encouraging, later authors felt the procedure too often either failed or
produced only short-term relief, and it was eventually abandoned.
Taverner (1960) reported alleviation of PHN by episodic application of intense cold in
the form of ethyl chloride spray [39]. Taking care not to freeze the skin, applications
were needed less and less often until days, weeks, or even months passed between
applications. Taverner interpreted the relief as being due to counterirritation. Although
ethyl chloride sprays are not widely used, some patients report cooling the painful area is
therapeutic, suggesting that they have irritable nociceptor PHN. This finding parallels
experimental studies in human subjects in which cutaneous C-nociceptor activity
produced by capsaicin application or inflammation is reduced by cold application,
causing the zone of secondary hyperalgesia to shrink [16,17].
On normal skin, initial applications of topical capsaicin produce heat hyperalgesia due to
sensitization of C nociceptors [16,35]. After a week or more of multiple applications per
day, heat hypoalgesia results from desensitization of C-nociceptor function [36]. In PHN
patients, clinical studies of capsaicin treatment of PHN have yielded mixed results [28].
There are obvious problems with blinding of capsaicin application, and up to 80% of
subjects report burning [5,25,28]. In one study, intolerable burning pain led to early
dropout in 33% of the subjects [46]. In theory, the irritable nociceptor-type PHN patients
would be most likely to experience initial intolerable burning, but would also be most
likely to achieve long-term benefit, as their PHN pain has been maintained by input from
C nociceptors. The paucity of cutaneous afferents in the deafferented PHN subtype
predicts minimal sensation or benefit from capsaicin.
Topical local anesthetics would also be of greatest benefit to the irritable nociceptor
group. Studies conducted to date have included only PHN patients with allodynia.
Topical lidocaine has an antiallodynic effect on PHN skin [29]. Because the soft and
stretchy patch material used to apply the lidocaine protects the skin from gentle touch,
deafferented type PHN patients with allodynia would therefore derive significant benefit

from the vehicle. This was found to be the case when lidocaine patch, vehicle patch, and
no treatment were compared [29].
Topical aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs could also be effective for
irritable nociceptor PHN. The limited clinical trials conducted to date are encouraging,
but retreatment sensory exams have not been reported [28].
The mainstay of treatment now is with oral medicines. Antidepressants have been found
useful in central poststroke pain as well as all types of neuropathic pain of peripheral
origin. Sodium channel-blocking anticonvulsant and antiarrhythmic drugs would be
useful in suppressing abnormal spontaneous activity in primary afferents independent of
whether they were still connected to the skin. Because opioids suppress the central
response nociceptor input and primary afferent nociceptors have opioid receptors on their
central terminals, opioids should be most useful when PHN pain is maintained by input
from dysfunctional primary afferents. The pharmacologic responsivity of denervation
induced neuronal hyperactivity and anatomic reorganization in the dorsal horn and rostral
centers is largely unknown.
The 1951 case report by Sugar and Bucy illustrates a patient refractory to even the most
extreme surgical therapies [18,38]. Their patient with trigeminal PHN complained of
constant burning and stinging pain with superimposed episodic lancinating pain. He
underwent alcohol injections, irradiation of the gasserian ganglion, sensory rhizotomy (2
days of pain relief), stellate ganglion block, extirpation of contralateral then ipsilateral
sensory cortex, and, finally, bilateral prefrontal lobotomy. He was left with one side of
his face completely anesthetic. He no longer complained of pain, and his wife reported he
was more cheerful and easier to live with, though without initiative. Until his death 8
months later, he reported his pain as unchanged when asked directly. Our patient with
trigeminal PHN proved refractory to local anesthetic skin infiltration, antidepressants,
opioids, and anticonvulsants during the long period of pain without allodynia. After
allodynia developed, he remained refractory to opioids and refused further therapy.
Future Directions
The subtype hypothesis has not been tested in clinical trials. Although mechanistic
predictions can be made, clinical trial entry should not be limited to those PHN patients
exhibiting selected characteristics on examination. There is evidence in favor of using
pharmacologic probes such as intravenous lidocaine infusion to select patients for longerterm therapy with analogous sodium channel-blocking drugs [13]. The same is believed
true for opioids, though controlled data are lacking. The possibility of multiple
mechanisms in the same patient may explain why response to any single intervention
(especially a selective one) is so often partial. It is important to continue the trend of
increasing research interest in PHN. This disorder is uniquely suited for clinical research
and the results should be applicable to all types of neuropathic pain of peripheral nervous
system origin.
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